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Love

Love is God
Love is safe

Love is divine
Love is humble
Love is devoted

Love is blameless
Love is wholesome

Love is uncomplicated
Love is you and it is me

Love is many things, it encompasses life, it drives us to the highest heights, it reminds us of who we are, it
becomes us and it is us. Throughout life we struggle and fight with love, we seek it but yet we fear it. We are so
scared of loving, yet we cannot help but love. We play with love, we toy with it and yet we don’t have the faintest
understanding of it. 
 
A lack of love breaks us down, it makes us inhuman and hollow. To look at life with unloving eyes is to look out
through robotic lenses, to survey the world through circuit boards, to analyse with selfishness and to pursue only
greed, what a cold existence. But deep within this entanglement of wires, of technology, there is something
hidden, hidden by us. Love! Our greatest fear we cannot completely abandon, it follows us like a loyal puppy, it
nudges us, it whispers to us, it asks us, it pushes us, it shouts at us, it shakes us. Love never gives up.
 
Amid endless video calls, group chats, quizzes and film nights, we feel accepted but yet abandoned. We feel far
from the world but yet so immersed in it. We know everything that’s going on but yet we experience none of it.
We spend so much time watching, dreaming and thinking, but actually all we need to do is to start loving. If you
are feeling alone or sad it’s not because you are alone or because you life is sad but because you need love. You
need to love and realise that you are loved. Forget the news, forget Zoom, forget this weeks quiz, forget the tele,
just love and be loved.
 
Our bodies ache to love, they thirst for fulfilment, they gasp for acceptance and they hope so dearly for true life.
All these we find in God. So don’t just seek an end to this crisis but seek God. 
 
Many you be blessed in all you do, say and think. God is with you!


